**Getting Around | Tufts Medical Center and Floating Hospital for Children**

**WHEELCHAIR ACCESSIBILITY FROM GARAGE:** Take the garage elevator to the Floating Plaza level. Enter the building and follow the hallway left to the Floating elevators. Go up two floors to the Floating 3rd floor corridor to get to all other points in the hospital.

**NOTE:** In Pratt Ziskind-Farnsworth blgs, floor numbers shift up one floor (ex. Proger 3 becomes Pratt 4).

---

**DIRECTORY** (In alphabetical order)

| A | B | C | D | E | F | G | H | I | J | K | L | M | N | O | P | Q | R | S | T | U | V | W | X | Y | Z |
| Aiki’s Plaza/Playscale Child Life | Adult Clinic/Department | Adult Clinic, Pediatric | Adult Clinic, Radiation Oncology | Adult Clinic, Respiratory Medicine | Adult Clinic, Urology | Adult Dentistry | Adult Dermatology | Adult Endocrinology | Adult Endoscopy | Adult Emergency | Adult Emergency Service | Adult Gastroenterology | Adult General Medicine | Adult General Surgery | Adult Hematology/Oncology | Adult Hematology | Adult Infectious Diseases | Adult Intensive Care Medicine | Adult Internal Medicine | Adult Interventional Radiology | Adult Nephrology | Adult Neurology | Adult Neurosurgery | Adult Ob/Gyn | Adult Ophthalmology | Adult Orthopedics | Adult Pathology | Adult Pediatrics | Adult Psychiatry | Adult Radiology | Adult Rheumatology | Adult Surgery | Adult Thoracic Surgery | Adult Urology | Adult Vascular Surgery | Adult Wound Care |
| Adult Cardiology | Adult Cardiology | Adult Cardiology | Adult Cardiology | Adult Cardiology | Adult Cardiology | Adult Cardiology | Adult Cardiology | Adult Cardiology | Adult Cardiology | Adult Cardiology | Adult Cardiology | Adult Cardiology | Adult Cardiology | Adult Cardiology | Adult Cardiology | Adult Cardiology | Adult Cardiology | Adult Cardiology | Adult Cardiology | Adult Cardiology | Adult Cardiology | Adult Cardiology | Adult Cardiology | Adult Cardiology | Adult Cardiology | Adult Cardiology | Adult Cardiology | Adult Cardiology | Adult Cardiology | Adult Cardiology | Adult Cardiology | Adult Cardiology | Adult Cardiology | Adult Cardiology | Adult Cardiology | Adult Cardiology | Adult Cardiology |

---

**Getting Around**

- **To Mass Pike West**
- **MAP NOT TO SCALE**
- **Tufts Medical Center and Floating Hospital for Children**
- **To Downtown**
- **Crossing To Chinatown**
- **To South End**
- **To Back Bay, Copley Square, Prudential Center**
- **To South Station**
- **To 75 Kneeland Street**
- **To South Station, Route 93 and Mass Pike**
- **To 75 Kneeland Street**
- **To 3rd Floor Corridor**
- **To the Floating 3rd floor corridor to get**

---

**Medical Tufts**

- **BIEWEND GARAGE 274 TREMONT STREET**
- **KEY**
  - **Entrance/Entrance**
  - **Parking**
  - **MITA Station/La estación de MITA**
  - **Emergency/Emergencia**
  - **Wheelchair accessible (wheelchair inaccessible)**
  - **Stairway**
  - **Elevator**
  - **Information**
  - **Gift Shop**
  - **Coffee Shop/Cafetería**
  - **Restaurant**
  - **Pharmacy**
  - **ATM**
  - **Bistro**
  - **Hotel**
  - **Parking Valet**

---

**Tufts MC Main Entrance**

- **Floating Hospital Entrance**
- **Rehabilitation**
- **Medical Dispensary**
- **Farnsworth**
- **Proger**
- **Atrium**
- **Avenue**
- **Sackett**
- **Street**
- **Kneeland**
- **Street Level**
- **Use Back Elevator**
- **Use Last Elevator**